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Abstract. To provide a formal framework for discussing specifications of abstract data types we 
restrict he notion of institution due to Goguen and Burstall (1984) which formalises the concept 
of a logical system for writing specifications, and deal with abstract algebraic institutions. These 
are institutions equipped with a notion of submodel which satisfy a number of technical conditions. 
Our main results concern the problem of the existence of free constructions in abstract algebraic 
institutions. We generalise a characterisation f algebraic specification languages that guarantee 
the existence of reachable initial models for any consistent set of axioms given by Mahr and 
Makowsky (1984). Then the more general problem of the existence of free functors (left adjoints 
to forgetful functors) for any theory morphism is analysed. We give a construction of  a free model 
of a theory over a model of a subtheory (with respect o an arbitrary theory morphism) which 
requires only the existence of initial models. This yields a characterisation f strongly liberal 
abstract algebraic institutions. We also show how to specialise there characterisation results for 
the partial algebras. 
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1. Introduction 
An abstract data type may be specified by giving a signature and a set of axioms 
over this signature, which describes a class of many-sorted algebras that satisfy the 
axioms. Which formulae are actually accepted as axioms and what it means for an 
algebra to satisfy an axiom is determined by the logical system we use for our 
specifications. 
The pioneering papers [1, 25, 27] used equational logic for this purpose (i.e., the 
only axioms involved were equations with the standard notion of satisfaction). 
Nowadays, however, examples of logical systems in use include first-order logic 
(with and without equality), Horn-clause logic, higher-order logic, infinitary logic, 
temporal ogic and many others. Note that all these logical systems may be (and 
actually are) considered with or without predicates, admitting partiality of operations 
or not. This leads to different concepts of signature and of model, perhaps even 
more obvious in examples like polymorphic signatures, order-sorted signatures, 
continuous algebras or error algebras. 
The informal notion of logical system has been formalised by Goguen and Burstall 
[21], who introduced for this purpose the notion of institution (which generalises 
the ideas of 'abstract model theory' [8]). An institution consists of a collection of 
'abstract signatures' together with, for any 'signature' f ,  a set of f-sentences, a
collection of f-models and a satisfaction relation between f-models and f -  
sentences. The only 'semantic' requirement ('satisfaction condition') is that, when 
we change signatures, the induced translations of sentences and models preserve 
the satisfaction relation. This satisfaction condition expresses the intentional 
independence of the meaning of specifications from the actual notation. 
Specifications given in some standard institutions (e.g., in first-order logic) often 
are loose, i.e., admit many nonisomorphic models. These loose specifications may 
be very useful, but sometimes we want to use some fixed (up to isomorphism) data 
type as, for example, natural numbers or truth values. This requires ome mechanism 
for imposing additional constraints on the models admitted by a specification. 
The most widely accepted choice at this point is to require initiality (cf. [23] for 
an extensive treatment of this notion). In this approach, from among all possible 
models of a set of axioms, we choose as an acceptable realisation of the abstract 
data type only the unique (up to isomorphism) initial model. For some often-used 
institutions (e.g., equational logic) this turns out to be equivalent totwo requirements: 
- 'no junk': every data object can be constructed using only the operations in the 
signature, 
- 'no confusion': two data objects are identified if and only if they can be proved 
equal using the axioms. 
Unfortunately, not every class of models contains an initial model. Thus, if one 
wants to avoid proving the existence of initial models for each specification separately 
(see, e.g., [15, 42] where some results supporting such an approach are given), one 
has to use an institution that guarantees the existence t~f initial models of any 
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consistent set of axioms. It is well known that, for example, equational logic has 
this property but first-order logic does not. 
Mahr and Makowsky [29] (cf. also [37]) proved that the class of models of any 
specification in an algebraic specification language contains an initial algebra that 
satisfies the above-mentioned 'no junk' condition if and only if every formula in 
this language is expressible as a set of universal Horn formulae with possibly 
infinitely many premises. The key to this result was the characterisation f, respec- 
tively, free classes (due to Mal'cev [31]) and implicational classes ([3, 7]). 
However, the initial algebra is not always the intended realisation of an abstract 
data type. Quite often we want some parts of a data type to be interpreted looselym 
and some others to be interpreted in a standard 'initial' way given an interpretation 
of these 'loose' parts. In other words, we require that some part of a model must 
be a 'free extension' of some other part. This may be formally expressed using 
'initially restricting algebraic theories' [34] or, more generally, data constraints as 
introduced in [13] (cf. also [17, 21]). 
A characterisation f algebraic institutions which guarantee xistence of such a 
free extension satisfying an appropriately generalised 'no junk' condition was given 
in [37]. The key result there was a construction of these free extensions which only 
requires the existence of initial models. Note that this is not a trivial result. Although 
it is well known that a free object is an initial object in an appropriate comma 
category, to prove its existence we still have to define (or rather 'code') this comma 
category in our underlying institution. 
The importance of these characterisations was limited by the quite restrictive 
requirement of algebraicity, which means that only standard algebraic signatures 
and standard (total) algebras were considered (without fixing, however, the form 
of formulae). 
However, one of the key results, the characterisation f implicational classes, was 
given in [3, 7] in a much more general categorical framework of a category of 
'models' satisfying only rather mild requirements (we briefly review this result in 
Section 8). 
In this paper we present an attempt o formulate the other results in a similarly 
general categorical framework. This leads to a characterisation f abstract algebraic 
institutions which admit free constructions, i.e., which guarantee the existence of 
free extensions (satisfying the generalised 'no junk' condition) of models along an 
arbitrary theory morphism. 
By an abstract algebraic institution we mean (Section 3) an institution equipped 
with a notion of submodel and quotient model. This amounts to the requirement 
that for every signature ,~ the category of S-models has a factorisation system. 
Moreover, we require that every ground variety w.r.t, this factorisation system is 
definable in the institution and that the institution satisfies the 'abstractness condi- 
tion' (the satisfaction relation identifies all isomorphic models). Finally, we assume 
that the institution guarantees the existence of a diagram (in the sense of model 
theory) for any model. Some other restrictions are purely technical. 
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In Section 4 we prove that Mal'cev's characterisation f free classes holds in 
abstract algebraic institutions, which allows us to generalise the result due to Mahr 
and Makowsky. Section 5 presents a construction of a free extension of a model of 
a theory along an arbitrary theory morphism in an abstract algebraic institution 
based on the existence of initial models. We use this result in Section 6 to give a 
characterisation f abstract algebraic institutions which guarantee the existence of 
such free extensions atisfying a generalised 'no junk' condition. In Section 7 we 
point out that the requirement of liberality (cf. [21]) may perhaps be slightly too 
restrictive. Section 8 briefly reviews the characterisation f implicational classes 
[3, 7, 33] and applies this characterisation to reformulate the results presented in 
Sections 4 and 6. Finally, in Section 9 we specialise our result to give a characterisa- 
tion of abstract algebraic institutions of partial algebras in which free reachable 
constructions exist. This also serves as an extensive xample which illustrates the 
notions introduced and the results proved in the previous sections. Section 10 
contains a brief summary of our results. 
Throughout this paper we assume the reader to be familiar with basic notions of 
category theory (although not necessarily with any deep results). See [6, 26, 28] for 
the standard efinitions of, e.g., category, functor, pushout, pullback, limit, colimit, 
cocontinuity etc, which we omit here. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, mainly to fix the notation, we briefly review basic notions, 
definitions, and facts used in the rest of this paper. 
The central notion investigated in this paper is that of initiality: for an arbitrary 
category K, an object A ~ IK[ is initial in a class of objects K _ [K[ if A ~ K and for 
any B ~ K there is exactly one morphism from A to B. Dually, an object A ~ [K[ is 
said to be terminal in a class of objects K ___ [K[ if A e K and for any B ~ K there 
is exactly one morphism from B to A (despite its importance in algebraic specification 
(cf., e.g., [41]) we are not going to investigate the latter notion here in detail; we 
just use it in some proofs). 
An algebraic sign.ature is a pair (S, ~), where S is a set (of sort names) and/2 is 
a family of sets {Ow, s} w~s*:~s (of operation names). We write f :  w--> s to denote 
w ~ S*, s ~ S, f~  O~,s. An algebraic signature morphism tr: (S, £2)--> (S', 0') is a pair 
(O'so~ts, O'op,s), where trso~ts:S~S' and tropn~ is a family of maps {trw.s:Ow:~ 
O'*<w).,~<~)}w~s*:~s, where t r* (s l , . . . , sn)  denotes trsort~(sl),...,tr~ort~(sn), for 
s l , . . . ,  sn ~ S. We will write tr(s) for O'~o~t~(s), tr(w) for tr*(w), and tr(f) for tr~:(f), 
where f e O~:. 
The category of algebraic signatures AlgSig has algebraic signatures as objects 
and algebraic signature morphisms as morphisms; the composition of morphisms 
is the composition of their corresponding components as functions. (This obviously 
forms a category.) 
Let ,~ = (S, O) be an algebraic signature. 
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A (total) Z-algebra A consists of an S-indexed family of cartier sets [A[ = {[Als}s~s 
and for each f :  s l , . . . ,  sn--> s a function fa:lAls  ×" " • × IAIsn-* Imls. For all Z- 
algebras A and B, a Z-homomorphism from A to B, h: A --> B, is a family of functions 
{hs:lmls-->lnlsL~s such that, for any f : s l , . . . , sn - ->s  and a, Elmls~,...,an~lal~n, 
hs(fA(a~, . . . , an))=f~(hsa(aa),. . . ,  h~n(an)). 
The category of (total) Z-algebras Alg(Z) has Z-algebras as objects and Z- 
homomorphisms a  morphisms; the composition of homomorphisms is the composi- 
tion of their corresponding components as functions. (This obviously forms a 
category.) 
For any algebraic signature morphism or: Z-> Z'  and Z'-algebra A, the or-reduct 
of A is the Z-algebra AI ~, defined by IAI = [ml ~(,), for s ~ S and fal , ,  = or( J r )a,  for 
f: w-->s in Z. Similarly, for any Z'-homomorphism h:A-->B the or-reduct of h is 
the Z-homomorphism defined by (h i l l  = h~(s), for se  S. The map- 
pings A---> A[ ~, h ~ h form a functor from Alg(Z') to Alg(Z), which we sometimes 
denote by AIg(or). It is easy to see that we have in fact defined a (contravariant) 
functor Alg:AlgSig°P--> Cat (where Cat is the category of all categories). ~ 
It is well known (cf., e.g., [1]) that the category Alg(2) has an initial algebra T~, 
which is (up to isomorphism) the algebra of ground Z-terms. (Alg(Z) also contains 
a terminal object, which is a Z-algebra with exactly one element of every sort.) For 
any Z-algebra A, for any ground ~-term t~ [ T~ Is, s ~ S, the unique Z-homomorphism 
hA: Tz-->A determines the value tA = hA(t) of t in the algebra A. 
By a ground Z-equation we mean any pair (t, t') (written in the form t = t') of 
ground Z-terms of the same sort. We say that a Z-algebra A satisfies a ground 
Z-equation t = t' if tA = t'A. 
Let o- : Z --> Z'  be an algebraic signature morphism. The unique Z-homomorphism 
from Tz to Tz,[~ determines a translation of ground Z-terms to ground Z'-terms; 
it maps any ground Z-term t to the ground Z'-term or(t) which results from t by 
substituting all the names of operations from Z by their counterparts (given by or) 
from ~'. This, in turn, determines a translation of ground Z-equations to ground 
Z'-equations which maps any ground Z-equation t = t' to or(t) = or(t'). Notice that 
this again defines a functor from the category of algebraic signatures to the category 
of (discrete) categories (in fact, to the category of sets here). 
In the theory of abstract data types it is often convenient to consider only algebras 
which are reachable, or generated by the empty set (cf., e.g., the 'generation principle' 
in [9]). A Z-algebra A is called reachable if it satisfies the 'no junk' condition, i.e., 
if any element of A is the value in A of a ground Z-term. This may be reformulated 
using the notion of a subalgebra (cf., e.g., [24]): for any Z-algebra A, a Z-subalgebra 
of A is a Z-algebra B such that I n l -  IAI and the operations of A coincide with 
those of B on IBI. Since we are interested in characterising objects only up to 
Of course, we want Cat to be the category of  'large' categories (i.e., categories with classes of objects 
and morphisffts) and so the collection of objects of Cat cannot be a class, which may raise some questions 
about set-theoretic foundations of  this work. We do not discuss this point here, and we disregard other 
such foundational issues in this paper; we refer to, e.g., [26, 28] for a detailed discussion of proposed 
solutions to this problem. 
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isomorphism, we slightly generalise this standard formulation and say that B is a 
subalgebra of A if there is an injective Z-homomorphism from B to A. A 'dual' 
notion is that of a quotient: a ~-algebra B is a quotient of a Z-algebra A if there 
is a surjective 2-homomorphism from A to B. Now, a Z-algebra A is reachable if 
it has no proper subalgebra (i.e., any subalgebra of A is isomorphic to A), or 
equivalently, if it is a quotient of the algebra of ground ,~-terms. 
In this formulation, the above definition may be used to introduce a notion of 
reachability in an arbitrary category. What we need, however, is an appropriate 
generalisation of the concept of injective and, respectively, surjective homomorph- 
isms. This is given when the category is equipped with a factorisation system (cf., 
e.g., [26]). 
Let K be an arbitrary category. 
By a faetorisation system for K we mean a pair (E, M) such that: 
- E is a class of epimorphisms in K, M is a class of monomorphisms in K, 
- E and M are closed under composition and contain all isomorphisms in K, 
- every morphism in K has (E, M)-factorisation, i.e., for any morphism f there are 
ef ~ E and my ~ M such that f = ef; my, 
- the (E, M)-factorisations are unique up to isomorphism, i.e., for any el,  e2 e E 
and ml ,  m2e M, if el ; ml  = e2; m2, then there is an isomorphism i such that 
e l ; i=e2and i ;m2=ml .  
Notational remark 
Throughoutthe paper the composition in any category is denoted by ; (semicolon) 
and written in the diagrammatic order. Identities are denoted by id (with indices, 
if necessary). 
It is well known that E and M unambiguously determine one another, i.e., if 
(E l ,  M)  and (E2, M) (respectively, (E, M1) and (E, M2)) are factorisation systems 
for K, then E1 = E2 (respectively, M1 = M2). In fact, E may be defined as the 
class of all epimorphisms for which the diagonal fill-in lemma (Lemma 2.1 below) 
holds. Note, however, that such a definition does not guarantee that (E, M)  is a 
factorisation system. 
For the rest of this section let us fix an arbitrary category K with a factorisation 
system (E, M). Sometimes we refer to elements of E and M as factorisation epimorph- 
isms and monomorphisms, respectively. We assume that K is E-co-well-powered, 
i.e. (see [26, Definition 17.15]), for every object A ~ IKI there is a set of factorisation 
epimorphisms E ~ E with domain A such that for every e ~ E with domain A there 
are an e'~ E and an isomorphism i such that e = e';i. Moreover, we assume that 
K has an initial object A and all products (of sets of objects). For any object A e IKI 
the unique morphism from A to A is denoted by h A. 
A standard example of a category with a factorisation system which satisfies all 
the assumptions listed above is the category Alg(,Y,) of Z-algebras (for any algebraic 
signature Z)  with the class of all surjective 2-homomorphisms as factorisation 
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epimorphisms and the class of all injective Z-homomorphisms are factorisation 
monomorphisms. 
2.1. Lemma (diagonal fill-in lemma). For any morphisms f l ,  f2, e, and m, i f f l  ; m = 
e ;f2, e ~ E and m ~ M, then there is a morphism g such that e; g =f l  and g; m =f2.  
2.2. Fact. I f  e ~ E and e ; f  ~ M, for  some f, then e is an isomorphism. I f  m ~ M and 
f ;  m ~ E, fo r  some f, then m is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let e~E and e; feM.  Let f=e l ;ml  with e lsE  and ml~M.  Thus, 
(e; e 1) ; m 1 ~ M. By the uniqueness of factorisations, e;e 1 is an isomorphism, which 
proves that e is an isomorphism itself since it is an epimorphism and a coretraction 
[26, Proposition 6.15]. The second part of this fact is obvious by duality. [] 
Now, for any object A e ]K[, by a subobject of A we mean any object B ~ ]K[ 
together with a morphism m : B --> A such that m ~ M. Similarly, by a quotient of A 
we mean any object B together with a morphism e:A--> B such that e ~ E. Notice 
that, in the category of Z-algebras with the usual factorisation system (defined 
above), subobjects and quotients may be identified with, respectively, subalgebras 
and quotient algebras, as expected. 
We say that an object A s [K[ is reachable if it has no proper subobject, i.e., if 
every morphism m ~ M with codomain A is an isomorphism. Again, in the category 
of Z-algebras this gives the same notion of reachability as defined previously. 
We say that a class K ~ [K[ of objects of K is closed under: 
- isomorphism if, for any isomorphism i, if the domain of i belongs to K, then so 
does its codomain, 
- products if, for any set F_  K, the product of F belongs to K, 
- nonempty products if for any nonempty set F ~ K, the product of F belongs to K, 
- subobjects ('submodels') if, for any morphism m ~ M, if the codomain of m belongs 
to K, then so does its domain, 
- quotients ('homomorphic mages') i f ,  for any morphism ee E, if the domain of e 
belongs to K, then so does its codomain, 
- "extensions" if, for any morphism f, if the domain o f f  belongs to K, then so does 
its codomain. 
Throughout he rest of this paper we assume that all classes of objects of any 
category discussed here are closed under isomorphism. 
For any object A~ [K[, Ext (A)  denotes the least class of objects in K which 
contains A and is closed under extensions, i.e., B ~ Ext(A)  if and only if there is a 
morphism from A to B. 
A class K _ IKI is called a variety (respectively, strict quasi-variety, quasi-variety) 
if it is closed under quotients, subobjects, and products (respectively, under subob- 
jects and products, under subobjects and nonempty products). K ~_ IKI is ca l led  a 
ground variety if it is of the form Ext (A)  for some reachable object A ~ IJ:l. 
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The following may be viewed as an analysis of the basic properties of reachable 
objects in an arbitrary category with a factorisation system. Although the standard 
algebraic versions of these facts are well known in the folklore of the theory of 
algebraic specifications, it is worth noting that their formulations (and proofs) in 
the abstract framework of an arbitrary category seem to be more intuitive and simple. 
2.3. Fact. (1) Ae  IK[ is reachable i f f 'hAeE .  
(2) I f  A e IKI is reachable, then, for every Be  IKI, there is at most one morphism 
from A to B. 
(3) I f  A, B e IKI, n is reachable, and f: A--> B, then f e E. 
(4) Every object A e IKI has a unique (up to isomorphism) reachable subobject. 
(5) I f  A e IKI is reachable, then it is initial in Ext(A). 
(6) I f  A e IKI is reachable, then Ext(A) is closed under products, subobjects, and 
quotients, i.e., any ground variety is a variety. 
Proof. (1) (3 ) :  Let hA=e;m, for some eeE and meM.  By hypothesis, m is an 
isomorphism, which proves that h Ae E. 
(~):  Consider m" B--> A, m e M. Obviously, h B', m = h A e E. Thus, by Fact 2.2, 
m is an isomorphism. 
(2) Let f l , f2"  A--> B. By initiality of A we have hA;f l  = h B = hA;f2. Thus, since, 
by (1), h a is an epimorphism, f l =f2.  
(3) Let f=e l ;ml ,  with e leE  and mleM.  Since B is reachable, ml is an 
isomorphism and so f= el ; ml e E. 
(4) Let h A = e ; m, with e e E and m e M. Then the domain of m is reachable (by 
(1)) and is a subobject of A. Its uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of factorisa- 
tions (and (1)). 
(5) Obvious by (2) and the definition of Ext. 
(6) Closure of Ext(A) under products and quotients is obvious. Let f :  A--> B, 
m'C-->B, with meM.  By initiality of A we have hA;f  =he;m,  with haeE (by 
(1)) and m e M. Thus, by Lemma 2.1 there is a morphism from A to C, which 
completes the proof. [] 
2.4. Lemma. Any nonempty quasi-variety has a reachable initial object. 
Proof. Let K ~_ [KI be a nonempty class closed under nonempty products and 
subobjects. Let Kr be a set of reachable lements of K such that every reachable 
element of K is isomorphic to an element of Kr (it exists since K is Er-co-well- 
powered and reachable objects are quotients of A). Now, the reachable subobject 
of the product of Kr is a reachable initial object in K: it exists since every object 
has a reachable subobject (Fact 2.3(4)), it belongs to K since K is a quasi-variety 
(and Kr is nonempty), there is a morphism from it to any element of K (by the 
construction and Fact 2.3(4)) and this morphism is unique (by Fact 2.3(2)). [] 
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3. Abst ract  a lgebra ic  ins t i tu t ions  
Following [21 ] we introduce institutions to formalise the notion of a logical system 
for writing specifications. An institution consists of a collection of signatures together 
with, for any signature 27, collections of ,Y-sentences and of ,Y-models and a 
satisfaction relation between Z-models and Z-sentences. Note that signatures are 
arbitrary abstract objects in this approach, not necessarily the usual algebraic 
signatures used in many standard approaches to algebraic specification (see, e.g., 
[ 1 ]). The only 'semantic' requirement is that when we change signatures, the induced 
translations of sentences and models preserve the satisfaction relation. This condition 
expresses the intended independence of the meaning of a specification from the 
actual notation. 
The work of Barwise [8] on abstract model theory, although focussed on purely 
model-theoretic problems, is similar in intent to the theory of institutions. Note, 
however, that the notions used there and the conditions they must satisfy are more 
restrictive and rule out some of the examples we would like to deal with in the 
theory of specifications. 
3.1. Definition ([21]). An institution INS consists of: 
- a category SigniN s (of signatures), 
- a functor SenlNs:SignxNs--> Cat such that, for any signature 27, SenlNs(27) is a 
discrete category. $enxNs gives for any signature Z the class of Z-sentences and 
for any signature morphism o-:`y->,~' the function SenlNS(Cr):SeniNs(Z)-* 
SenlNS(Z') translating `Y- sentences to  `Y ' - sentences ,  
a functor Mod~Ns: " op - SigniNs-> Cat. ModlNs gives for any signature `Y the category 
of `y-models and for any signature morphism o-:`Y-->`Y' the cr-reduct functor 
MOdlNs( cr) : MOdlNs(X') "> ModiNs( 27 ) translating Z'-models to ` y-models, 
- a satisfaction relation ~2.INSG IModINs(27)[ X [$eniNs(Z)] for each signature 27, 
such that the following 'satisfaction condition' holds: 
For any signature morphism or: `Y--> `Y' the translations ModiNs(cr) of models and 
SeniNS(O') of sentences preserve the satisfaction relation, i.e., for any ~p ~ [SenlNS(Z)] 
and M' ~ [ModINs(Z')I, 
M'~ ~,,INS SenlNS( O')( q) ) iff MOdINs( o')( M ' )  ~ Z, INS ~O. 
We can use the definitions from Section 2 and give a very simple example of an 
institution. We define the institution of ground equations GEQ as follows: 
- SignGEQ is the category of algebraic signatures AlgSig. 
- For any algebraic signature 27, SenGEQ(27) is the set of all ground Z-equations; 
for any algebraic signature morphism 0-:27--> `Y', SenGEQ(O') maps any ground 
27-equation t = t' to the ground 27'-equation or(t) = cr(t'). 
- For any algebraic signature Z, ModGEQ(`Y) is Alg(Z); for any algebraic signature 
morphism or: 27 -> Z',  Mod~Eo(cr) is the functor _[~: Alg(`y') --> Alg(Z). 
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For any algebraic signature ,~, ~ z.cEQ is the satisfaction relation as defined in 
Section 2. 
It is easy to check that GEQ is an institution (the satisfaction condition is a special 
case of [13, Satisfaction Lemma]). 
Notational conventions: 
We omit subscripts (INS, ~)  whenever possible. 
- For any signature morphism tr: Z ~ 2' ,  Sen(g) is denoted just by tr and Mod(tr) 
is denoted by _1~ (i.e., for ~o ~ [Sen(Z)[, or(,) stands for Sen(tr)(~o), and, e.g., for 
M' ~ tMod(. ')l, M'I  stands for Mod(tr)(M')). 
For • ___ ISen(.,~)l and K ~ IMod(Z)l , we write K ~ • with the obvious meaning. 
- For any signature Z and • ___ ISen(.Z)[, Mod(~)  denotes the collection of all 
Z-models M that satisfy • (i.e., such that M~ ~). 
For any signature 2, morphisms of the category of 2-models are called 2- 
morphisms. We identify any class K of Z-models with the full subcategory ofMod(~) 
with objects K. We say that a class of 2-models K is definable if there is a set of 
2-sentences • ~ [Sen(2)l such that K consists of exactly those Z-models that satisfy 
• , i.e., K = Mod(~).  For any signature morphism tr:,~ ~ '  by a tr-expansion of a 
Z-model M we mean any ~'-model  M'  such that M'I.= M. Similarly, by a tr- 
expansion of a ,~-morphism f we mean any Z'-morphism f ' such that f ' [ ,  =f. 
However, the very elegant and extremely general framework of an arbitrary 
institution is  too general for our purposes. For example, the institution GEQ of 
ground equations, which is a typical example of a logical system used in the theory 
of algebraic specifications, has a number of properties which are useful in this 
context but which do not have to hold in an arbitrary institution (as they are not 
required by the definition). First of all, GEQ comes naturally equipped with factorisa- 
tion systems. As mentioned in Section 2, for any algebraic signature 2, the category 
Alg(,~) of Z-algebras has a factorisation system formed by the class E~ of all 
surjective ,V.-homomorphisms a factorisation epimorphisms and the class M~ of 
all injective 2-homomorphisms a  factorisation monomorphisms. Moreover: 
(1) The category AlgSig is finitely cocomplete (see [22, Proposition 5]). Note 
that the initial algebraic signature is the one with no sorts (and, hence, no operations 
either). Moreover, the category of algebras over this signature contains exactly one 
(empty) algebra and exactly one (empty) homomorphism, and so it is a terminal 
object in the category Cat of all categories. A more general property holds as well: 
MOdGEQ: AlgSig °p-> Cat translates finite colimits in AlgSig to finite limits in Cat 
(see [10]). 
(2) For any algebraic signature ~, the category AIg(Z) has an initial object (the 
algebra of ground ~-terms) and all products (of sets of ~-algebras). The product 
of a set of Z-algebras is just the Cartesian product with the operations defined 
componentwise. Moreover, although the collection of all ,~-algebras forms a proper 
class, any 2-algebra has up to isomorphism only a set of quotients. 
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(3) For any algebraic signature morphism tr: 2 -> Z', the tr-reduct functor preser- 
ves subalgebras (i.e., injectivity of homomorphisms i preserved by the reduct 
functors). Similarly, the reduct functors preserve products of algebras. 
(4) Ground equations do not allow to distinguish between isomorphic algebras, 
i.e., all isomorphic algebras atisfy exactly the same equations. 
(5) For any algebraic signature 2, for any reachable Z-algebra A there is a 
~-homomorphism from A to a X-algebra B if and only if B satisfies all the ground 
equations which hold in A. 
(6) We can use the method of diagrams (in the sense of model theory, cf. [16]): 
for any algebraic signature 2, for any Z-algebra A, we can form an algebraic 
signature Z(A) (called the diagram signature for A) which is the extension of 2 
by a constant of the appropriate sort for each element of IA]. Then: 
(a) A has a natural expansion to a Z(A)-algebra E(A), where the new 
constants are interpreted as the corresponding elements of [A I. Obviously, E(A) is 
reachable. 
(b) For any 2-algebra B, any Z-homomorphism h:A-->B determines an 
expansion of B to a Z(A)-algebra Eh(B) where the new constants are interpreted 
as values of h on the corresponding elements of IAI. Moreover, this expansion does 
not depend on the decomposition of h, i.e., for any Z-algebra C and Z-homomorph- 
isms h 1 : A--> C and h2 : C --> B such that h = h 1 ; h2, h2 (or more precisely, its 
underlying map) is a 2(A)-homomorphism from Ehl(C) to Eh(B). 
(c) Intuitively, the expansions described above do not introduce more structure 
than necessary to make A reachable. 
Guided by these properties we restrict he notion of institution and only deal 
with abstract algebraic institutions, which are institutions with factorisation systems 
subject o several technical conditions. 
3.2. Definition. An abstract algebraic institution is an institution INS together with, 
for any signature 2, a factorisation system (E:~, Ms) for Mod(2) such that the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) The category of signatures is finitely cocomplete and Mod preserves finite 
colimits (i.e., Mod translates finite colimits in Sign to limits in Cat). 
(2) For any signature 2, the category Mod(2) of 2-models has an initial object 
and all products (of sets of models). Moreover, it is E~-co-well-powered. 
(3) For any signature morphism tr:Z--> Z' the tr-reduct functor preserves ub- 
models (i.e., for any m'e M~,, m'[~ e M~) and products. 
(4) (Abstraction condition): For any signature 2, A, B~[Mod(2)[ and tp~ 
[Sen(2)[, if A and B are isomorphic, then A~ ~p iff B~ ~o. 
(5) (Definability of ground varieties): For any signature 2, any ground variety of 
2-models is definable. 
(6) (Existence of diagrams): For any signature 2 and model M ~ ]Mod(,S)[ there 
is a signature 2 (M)  and a signature morphism L: Z--> Z(M)  such that: 
(a) M has a reachable L-expansion E(M). 
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(b) For any .Y-morphism f: M--> N there is a unique ~-expansion of N, Ey(N), 
such that f has a (unique, by Fact 2.3(2)) ~-expansion from E(M)  to Ef(N). 
Moreover, for any .Y-morphisms f:  M--> N1 and h: N1 --> N2, h has a unique ~- 
expansion, denoted by E(h), from Ef(N1) to Ey.,h(N2). 
(c) For models 'containing' E(M),  the ~-reduct functor preserves quotients, i.e., 
for any factorisation epimorphism e~ Ez(~) with domain in Ext(E(M)),  el, ~ Ez 
as well. 
If this is the case we call .Y(M) the diagram signature for M with the signature 
inclusion ~ and we call E(M)  the diagram expansion of M. 
By the basis of an abstract algebraic institution we mean the triple (Sign, Mod, 
{ ( E~, Ms )} ~ <sir, l)- 
Discussion. The above requirements may seem to be rather restrictive. We feel, 
however, that they are quite natural and, moreover, they are satisfied in a number 
of standard institutions uch as, for example, standard algebraic institutions (i.e., 
the institutions with the same basis as GEQ, see [37]), institutions of partial algebras 
(see, e.g., [36], and also Section 6), and also for order-sorted [20] and polymorphic 
[32] signatures, error [18, 19] and continuous ([2], also [40]) algebras. We hope 
that this should be easy to see by comparison with the list of properties of the 
standard algebraic institution of ground equations above. Perhaps the only nontrivial 
requirement is that of the existence of diagram signatures--however, in all the 
institutions mentioned above they may be formed in exactly the same way as in the 
standard algebraic ase. 
Condition (1) is quite a standard requirement which appears whenever the 
institution is supposed to provide some tools for 'putting things together' (cf., e.g., 
[13, 17, 36]). The following lemma is a consequence of our assumption that the 
functor Mod translates pushouts in Sign to pullbacks in Cat (we omit a simple 
proof based on the construction of pullbacks in Cat). 
3.3. Lemma. If 
,X' ~ ~,1' 
.Y ~ X1 
or  
is a pushout in Sign, then, for any two models M1 ~ ]Mod(.Y1)] and M' ~ ]Mod(.Y')[ 
such that M 1 [or = M'[,, there is a unique model M 1' ~ [Mod(.Y, 1')[ such that M 1'[~, = M' 
and MI'[ ,  = M1. Moreover, for any two morphisms f l  in Mod(.Y, 1) and f '  in Mod(.Y,') 
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such that f l  I~, =f' l , ,  there is a unique morphism f l '  in Mod(~ 1') such that fl'l~, =f' 
and fl ' l ,, = f l .  
The existence of factorisation systems together with (2) and (3) provide an 
institution with notions of submodel and quotient model which are necessary to 
formulate our results. Condition (4) just says that we want to define and consider 
models only up to isomorphism. Condition (5) guarantees that abstract algebraic 
institutions have a certain minimal specification power. In the standard algebraic 
case it reduces to the requirement of expressibility of ground equations. Finally, 
(6) guarantees that in abstract algebraic institutions we can use the method of 
diagrams (in the sense of, e.g., [16]). This corresponds to the requirement in [29] 
that an algebraic specification language must be 'rich enough'. 
(Note that (b) is equivalent to the requirement that the ~-reduct functor is an 
isomorphism of the comma categories (cf. [26, Definition 4.18]) 
(E(M), Mod(E(M))) and (M, Mod(E)). In fact, all our results remain correct if 
we weaken this assumption and only require these two comma categories to be 
equivalent.) 
The uniqueness of E(h) required in (b) implies the following fact (notation from 
Definition 3.2). 
3.4. Fact. For models "containing' E (M) the ~-reduct functor eflects isomorphisms, 
i.e., for any E(M)-morphism f with domain in Ext(E(M)), if J~, is an isomorphism, 
then so is f. 
Let INS be an abstract algebraic institution. 
By a specification in INS we mean a pair (E, cp), where E is a signature and ~P 
is a set of E-sentences. Note, however, that when dealing with a specification we 
can use not only the properties explicitly stated in ¢P but also all their logical 
consequences, i.e., sentences that hold in any model of the specification. By a theory 
we mean a specification in which the set of sentences already contains all its logical 
consequences. This can be stated more formally as follows: for any signature E and 
K ~_ [Mad(E)[ let Sen(K) denote the set of all ~7-sentences that hold in K, i.e., 
Sen(K)={~pe[Sen(,Y,)[lK~o}. A theory is a specification (E, ~P), where cp= 
Sen(Mod(cP)). Obviously, any specification (E, cp) induces the smallest theory which 
contains it, namely (E, Sen(Mod(q~))). If T = (E, ~P) is a theory, we use the notation 
Mod(T) for the collection of all T-models, i.e., all E-models that satisfy ¢P. For 
any signature ~, by the empty E-theory we mean the theory consisting of all trivial 
E-sentences, i.e., the theory (E, Sen(lMod(E)l)). 
For any two theories T1 =(E l ,  cPl) and T2=(E2,  cP2), by a theory morphism 
from T1 to T2, o': T1--> T2, we mean a signature morphism cr:E 1--> ,~2 such that 
cr(q~) ~ cP2 for any q~ ~ q~l. 
Note that if o-: T1--> T2 is a theory morphism, then the cr-reduct functor -I,~ 
translates T2-models to Tl-models, _1 ~: Mod(T2) --> Mod(T1). 
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4. lnitiality 
It is often the case that from among all admissible models of a theory we would 
like to pick out only the initial one(s). 
Recall that a Z-model A is initial in a class of Z-models K if A e K and for any 
B s K there is exactly one Z-morphism from A to B. Any two initial models of a 
class K are isomorphic, which justifies the use of the expression 'the initial model'. 
By the initial model of a theory we mean the initial model in the class of all models 
of this theory. 
In general, the class of models of a theory need not contain an initial model. 
However, there are abstract algebraic institutions in which any theory has an initial 
model. In this section we try to characterise these institutions. 
4.1. Definition. We say that an institution admits initial semantics if any nonempty 
class of models definable in this institution contains an initial model. We say that 
an abstract algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics if any nonempty 
class of models definable in it contains an initial model which is reachable. 
Mahr and Makowsky [29] gave a complete characterisation f standard algebraic 
institutions (called algebraic specification languages there) which strongly admit 
initial semantics 2 (see also [37]). In fact, this characterisation is a consequence of 
a characterisation of so-called free classes of algebras due to Mal'cev [31] and a 
special case of a characterisation of quasi-varieties ( ee [3, 7, 33], we restate this 
characterisation here as Theorem 8.2). 
In this section we show that the characterisation analogous to Mahr and 
Makowsky's result holds for arbitrary, abstract algebraic institutions. Note that, 
since the characterisation of quasi-varieties is already given in this general 
framework, we only have half the job to do-- it  is enough to generalise Mal'cev's 
theorem. 
Let us fix an arbitrary abstract algebraic institution INS. 
For any signature Z, we say that a class K c ]Mod(Z)l of Z-models is free if, for 
any signature morphism t r :Z  -> ,~' and ground variety V of Z'-models, if KI?,' n v 
is nonempty, then it contains a reachable initial model, where KI~ 1 denotes the 
class of all Z'-models A such that A[,,~ K. (Although this notion is not directly 
connected with freeness in the sense of category theory, we keep Mal'cev's ter- 
minology.) 
Using Lemma 2.4 we can prove the following abstract version of Mal'cev's theorem 
(cf.[31]). 
4.2. Theorem. For any signature Z, a class of Z-models is free if and only if it is a 
quasi-variety. 
2 There is a slight mistake in the exact formulation of this result in [29], though. 
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Proof. (~) :  Let K be a quasi-variety of Z-models, cr : Z --> Z' be a signature morph- 
ism, and V be a ground variety of ,Y'-models. Since K is a quasi-variety and the 
cr-reduct functor preserves ubmodels and products, KI21 is a quasi-variety. Hence, 
by Fact 2.3(6), Kl?/n v is a quasi-variety as well and so, by Lemma 2.4, it has a 
reachable initial model provided that it is nonempty. 
(3 ) :  Let K be a free class of Z-models. We have to show that it is closed under 
subobjects and nonempty products. 
Let A ~ K. Consider an arbitrary sub0bject of .4, m:B--> A, where m ~ M:~. Let 
Z(B)  be a diagram signature for B with the signature inclusion r:Z-->Z(B) and 
let E(B)  be the diagram expansion of B. Consider the class KI~ -lc~Ext(E(B)). 
First, observe that it is nonempty, since it contains Era(A) (the r-expansion of A 
defined by m--see Definition 3.2). Then, since Ext(E(B)) is a ground variety, 
KI-~lnExt(E(B))  has a reachable initial model, say M. We prove that M], is 
isomorphic to B. 
By definition of Ext(E(B)) ,  there exists a Z(B)-morphism f :E(B)-->M. 
Moreover, by Fact 2.3(3), f~  E~<B). Hence, by our assumptions, J]  : B --> M I,, with 
On the other hand, by the initiality of M and the fact that Era(A) belongs to 
K[-~ I n Ext(E(B)),  there is (a unique) Z(B)-morphism h :M-~ Era(A). Then, by the 
initiality of E ( B ) in Ext( E ( B ) ) and the definition of Era(A),  f ;  h = E ( m ) : E ( B ) 
Era(A), and so, J ] , ,h l , - -me M~. Thus, by Fact 2.2, J], is an isomorphism, which 
proves that K is closed under submodels, as MI, ~ K. 
Now, about products: let A s ~ K for fl < a, a > 0. Let B be the product of{A~)~<~ 
with projections 7r~:B-+ A s. We have to prove that B ~ K. 
Let again ~(B) be a diagram signature for B with the signature inclusion 
r :Z -+Z(B)  and let E(B)  be the diagram expansion of B. Consider  K[~-I~ 
Ext(E(B)).  First, note that, for/3 < a, E~(A~)~ K I~nExt (E (B) ) .  Thus, KI~-~n 
Ext(E(B))  has a reachable initial model, say M. We prove that M], is isomorphic 
to B. 
Let f:  E(B)  --> M (it exists since M ~ Ext(E(B))).  By Fact 2.3(3),f~ E~B). Hence, 
by our assumptions, j~,: B -> M[,, with 3t, ~ E~. 
Then, by the initiality of M and the fact that, for /3 < a, E~.~(A~) belongs to 
KI-  c~ Ext(E(B)),  for/3 < a there is (a unique) Z(B)-morphism he • M-.-> E~t,(At3 ).
Thus, by the definition of a product, there exists a unique Z-morphism g: MI~ --> B 
such that, for 13 < a, g; 1r~ = h l,. Moreover, by the initiality of E(B)  in Ext(E(B)) 
and the definition of E~ (A s), for 13 < a, (f; h e)[, = 7r~. Now, for/3 < a, (J], ; g); 7r~ = 
j~, ; h~l ` = 7r~. By the definition of product his proves that J~, ; g is an isomorphism. 
Thus, by Fact 2.2, j~, is an isomorphism, which completes the proof that K is closed 
under nonempty products and so the proof of the theorem as well. [] 
4.3. Lemma. An abstract algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics if and 
only if every class definable in it is free. 
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Proof. (~) :  Assume that every definable class is free. Let K be a nonempty definable 
class of ~;-models. Obviously, K = K c~lMod(Z)l and since IMod(~,)[ =Ext(Az)  
(Az is an initial Z-model) is a ground variety, K has a reachable initial model. 
(3 ) :  Let K be a definable class of Z-models, i.e., K =Mod(~)  for some ~c_ 
ISen(~,)[. K is closed under isomorphism by the abstractness condition (Definition 
3.2). Let tr: Z ~ Z 'be  a signature morphism and V be a ground variety of Z'-models. 
By the definability of ground varieties, V= Mod(~' ) ,  for some ~'~_ ]Sen(~,')l. Let 
tr(~)={tr(~0)lq~e }. By the satisfaction condition, Hence, 
K[~ 1 c~ V= Mod(tr(~) w ~')  is definable in the underlying institution, and thus has 
a reachable initial model (provided that it is nonempty). [] 
Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.3 imply the following theorem. 
4.4. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics if and 
only if every class definable in it is a quasi-variety. 
5. Basic construction 
As we have already mentioned, the choice of the initial model of a theory may 
be too restrictive. What we often need are models in which only some parts of a 
theory are interpreted in some standard way relative to some other parts which may 
be interpreted loosely. A formal definition of these more general constraints refers 
to a standard 'free' extension of a model of a subtheory to a model of the whole 
theory (cf. [13, 17, 21], see also Section 7). We show here that this free extension 
may always be constructed as a reduct of an initial model of a 'bigger' theory. In 
the next section we apply this construction and use Theorem 4.4 to characterise 
abstract algebraic institutions in which such free extensions always exist. 
Let INS be an abstract algebraic institution, fixed throughout this section. 
Let T1 =(Z1,  ~1) and T2=(Z2,  ~2) be theories and tr: T I~  T2 be a theory 
morphism. 
For any A e Mod(T1), by a tr-free model over A we mean a model F,,(A) e Mod(T2) 
together with a ,~ 1-morphism ~A:A ~ F,~(A)I~, such that the following 'universality 
condition' holds: for any Be  Mod(T2) and ~l -morphism h:A~BIo ,  there is a 
unique E2-morphism h # : F=(A) ~ B such that r/A ; h#lo = h. 
Note that if a tr-free model over A exists for any A e Mod(T1), then the mappings 
A~--~F~(A) and A~--~ Ta determine a functor F~ : Mod(T1)~ Mod(T2) which is left 
adjoint to the tr-reduct functor _ l~:Mod(T2)~Mod(T1) ;  77 is the unit of the 
adjunction and its counit e is determined by eB=(idBl~.) # for Be  Mod(T2) (cf. 
[28, Theorem IV.1.2]). 
Let us consider (in the framework of the standard algebraic institution GEQ of 
ground equations) a very simple example. Let Z 1 be an algebraic signature with 
exactly one sort, one unary operation f and two constants a, b; let 22  be E1 with 
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an additional constant c. Then, let T1 be the empty Z 1-theory and let T2 be the 
theory with signature ,$2 induced by equations f (a )  = c and a = b. Obviously, the 
inclusion tr of  ` $1 into ` $2 is a theory morphism tr: T1--> T2. 
Now, consider the following `$1-algebra A: 
f f 
A: o x >o a )P  f 
The tr-free model over A is the following `$2-algebra: 
f 
Fo.(A): o , o~ y 
x a=b=c 
with the obvious unit Z 1-homomorphism. 
Informally, to construct F~(A) one may extend the algebraic signature `$2 by a 
constant for each element of IAI (it is, in fact, sufficient to add constants for elements 
which are not values of ground terms) and then consider an initial model of a theory 
T3 which results by adding to the theory T2 all the equations which hold in (the 
diagram expansion of) A. In our example, T3 is essentially induced by T2 and 
f (d )  = a , f (a)  = b,f(b) = b, where d is the new constant corresponding tothe element 
x. F,,.(A) is the initial model of T3 viewed as a ` $2-algebra. This intuition leads to 
a construction used in the proof of the following theorem. 
5.1. Theorem. Let T1 and T2 be theories, tr: T1--> T2 be a theory ~ morphism and 
A ~ Mod( T1 ). Then there exists a theory T3 such that the o-free model over A exists 
if and only if  T3 has an initial model. 
Proof. We give an explicit construction of the theory T3. 
Let T1 =(.,~1, 41) and T2=(`$2, 42). 
Let Z 1 (A) be a diagram signature for A with the signature inclusion ~: `$1 -> `$1 (A) 
and let E(A)  be the diagram expansion of A. 
By the (positive) diagram of A we mean the family A +(A) of all ` $1 (A)-sentences 
that hold in Ext(E(A)) .  Note that since Ext(E(A))  is a ground variety, by our 
assumptions it is definable and so Ext (E (A) )= Mod(A+(A)). 
Now, let 
 I(A) , Z2(g(A)) 
X1 ~ X2 
O" 
be a pushout in the category of signatures. 
By the g-image of the diagram of A we mean tr'(A+(A)), the diagram of A 
translated by tr', i.e., tr'(A+(A)) = {tr'(8)[8 ~ A+(A)}. 
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For any B ~ Mod(T2) and Z 1-morphism h" A ~ BI , by the h-expansion of B we 
mean the 22(o-(A))-model E'~(B) defined by E~(B)I,,= B (i.e., E'~(B) is a d- 
expansion of B) and E~(B)I,, = Eh(Bl,,), where Eh(Bl~,) is the r-expansion of BI~ 
defined by h (see Definition 3.2). Lemma 3.3 guarantees that E'~(B) is well-defined. 
Now, let T3=(,Y2(tr(A)), ~3) be the ~2(tr(A))-theory induced by r ' (~2)u  
O-'(A+(A)). 
We need the following technical emmas. 
5.2. Lemma. For any B~Mod(T2)  and Zl-morphism h:A~B[ , , ,  E~(B)e  
Mod(T3). 
Proof. It is sufficient o prove that E~(B)~ o-'(a+(A)). By the satisfaction condition 
B this is equivalent to Eh(B)l,~,~ A+(A), which is obvious since Eh( )[,, = Eh 
Ext(E(A)) and a+(A) holds in Ext(E(A))  by definition. [] 
5.3. Lemma. Let C ~ Mod(T3). Then C[~ ~ Mod(T2) and, moreover, there is a unique 
,Y, 1-morphism h" a -> ( Cl~,)l~ such that C = E~(C[ ,). 
Proof. The first part easily follows from the satisfaction condition. 
To prove the second part, note that by the satisfaction condition C[~,~ A+(A), 
and so C],,, ~ Ext(E(A)).  Hence, by Fact 2.3(5), there is a unique ,~ l(A)-morphism 
E(h ): E(A) --> C[~,. Thus, since ( C]~,)[~ = ( C[~,)I~, for h = E (h)l,, CI~, = Eh (( C],,)I ~) 
(by definition) and so C = E~( C I,,). The uniqueness of h follows from the uniqueness 
of E(h): suppose that there is another h': A-> (C[c)l ~ such that C = E'~,(CI~,). By 
definition, h' is a r-reduct of a morphism from E(A)  to Eh,((C[,,)I,). But, 
Eh,((CI,,)],,)=CI,,,= Eh((CI,,)[,,), and so h'=E(h) l~=h. [] 
5.4. Lemma. I f  B1, B2eMod(T2),  and h l :A~Bl l ,  , and h2:A-->B2[~, are Z1- 
morphisms, then there is a 1-1 correspondence between ,Y, 2( o-( A ) )-morphisms from 
E~'~(B1) to E~2(B2) and ,Y,2-morphisms h " B1 ~ B2 such that h l ; = h2. 
Proof. The correspondence is given by the d-reduct functor _[,. To see this, first 
note that for any ~,2(o-(A))-morphismf: E~I(B1) -> E~2(B2), hl ; (J~c)l~ = h2, since, 
by Fact 2.3(2), E(hl) ; j~, , ,=E(h2) (recall that E(hl):E(A)->Ehl(B1],~) is a t- 
expansion of h 1 and similarly for E (h2)) and of course (~, ) l ,  = (J~,,)l~- 
Now, let h:B1.--> B2 and hl ;(h]~)= h2. By our assumptions there is a unique 
E(hl ): Ehl(BI[,,)"> Eh2(B2[~) such that Thus, by Lemma 3.3, there 
is Z2(o-(A))-morphism f: E~(B1) -> E~2(B2) such that J~,, = h, which proves that 
the d-reduct functor is surjective here. The uniqueness o f f  (and, hence, the injectivity 
of the r'-reduct functor) follows from the uniqueness of E (h[~) such that E (h]~)l, = 
h[~ by Lemma 3.3. [] 
Proof of Theorem 5.1 (continued). (~) :  Let (F~(A), ~/A) be a o,-free model over A. 
By definition, F~(A)eMod(T2)  and ~/A is a Zl-morphism, 7IA'A-~F,,(A)I~,. We 
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show that E,7~(F~,(A)) is initial in Mod( T3): it belongs to Mod(T3) by Lemma 5.2 
and its initiality follows from the universality condition for (F~(A), 773). Namely, 
consider C s Mod(T3). By Lemma 5.3 there is a unique 2 1- morphism h" A --> ( c l~,)l~, 
such that C = E'~(C[c ). Hence, by the universality condition there is exactly one 
Z2-morphism h # from F,~(A)=E,7~(F~(A))[,, (by definition) to C[,, such that 
rta;h#l=--h. Thus, by Lemma 5.4 there is exactly one Z2(o-(A))-morphism from 
E,~(F,~(A)) to c (by definition) which completes the proof of the 'only 
if' part. 
(~) :  Let C be initial in Mod(T3). Define (F~(A), *Ta) by F~,(A)= C[,, and 
C=E,A(C[c).  By Lemma 5.3, F~(A)~Mod(T2) and T~A are well-defined. The 
universality condition follows from the initiality of C. Namely, consider Be 
Mod(T2) and a 2 1-morphism h" A--> BI=. By Lemma 5.2, E'~(B) ~ Mod(T3). Hence, 
by the initiality of C, there is exactly one ~ 2 (o-(A))- morphism from C = E ,7~a (F~ (A)) 
(by definition) to E'~(B). Thus, by Lemma 5.4, there is exactly one 22-morphism 
h # from F~(A) to E~(B)] c= B (by definition) such that ~TA ; -- h, which proves 
that (F~(A), 7qA) really is a o--free model over A. [] 
6. Liberality 
6.1. Definition ([21]). We say that an institution is liberal if for any two theories 
T1 and T2 and theory morphism or: T1--> T2 there exists a tr-free model over any 
model of T1, or equivalently if the tr-reduct functor-1~: Mod(T2)-> Mod(T1) has 
a left adjoint. 
The construction given in the previous ection (Theorem 5.1) shows that to prove 
liberality of an institution it is 'almost' enough to prove that the institution admits 
initial semantics. However, additionally we have to ensure that the institution 
guarantees satisfiability, i.e., that any theory in this institution is satisfiable (has a 
model). 
6.2. Corollary. An abstract algebraic institution is liberal iff it admits initial semantics 
and guarantees satisfiability. 
Proof. The 'if' part is obvious by Theorem 5.1. To prove the 'only if' part, note 
that for any theory T the initial model in Mod(T) is just a r-free model over the 
only Z0-model , where Z~ is the 'empty signature' (the initial object in Sign) and 
is the 'inclusion' of the empty theory over the empty signature into T. [] 
6.3. Lemma. I f  an abstract algebraic institution guarantees satisfiability and every 
class of models definable in it is closed under submodels, then any definable class of 
models contains a model which is terminal in the category of models of the given 
signature. 
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Proof. Let • be a set of sentences ~c_ [Sen(Z)l for some signature Z and let 1 be 
a terminal model in Mod(Z). Let Z (1) be a diagram signature for 1 with the signature 
inclusion r:Z--> Z(1). Let lr(l~ be a terminal model in Mod(~(1)). By definition, 
there is a ,v.(1)-morphism h:E(1)-->l~(l). Now, since reduct functors preserve 
products, l~(~)l, is terminal in Mod(Z), and hence hi, : 1 --> I, is an isomorphism. 
By our assumptions, the ,-reduct functor reflects isomorphisms in Ext(E(1)) (Fact 
3.4), so h itself is an isomorphism in Mod(Z(1)) and E(1) is a terminal ~(1)-model. 
This implies that E(1) is a submodel of any element of Ext(E(1)): let f :  E(I)--> A, 
f=  e ; m, with e ~ E2<1) and m s M~I).  Since E(1) is terminal, there is an h: A--> E(1) 
and, moreover, f ;h  = id. Thus, e; (m ; h) = id and so, by Fact 2.2, e is an isomorphism, 
which proves that f~  M~l ) .  
Now, since E(1) is reachable, Ext(E(1)) is a ground variety and so it is definable, 
say Ext (E (1) )=Mod(~r) .  Let ~=, (~)w ~r. Since the institution guarantees 
satisfiability, gr has a model, say A~ gr. By the construction, E( I )  is a submodel 
of A and since every definable class is closed under submodels, E (1)~ ~(~) which 
by the satisfaction condition is equivalent to E(1)[ ~ ¢,. Thus, 1 = E(1)I~ satisfies 
as well, which completes the proof. [] 
Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 6.2 together with Lemma 6.3 almost give us a characteri- 
sation of liberal abstract algebraic institutions. We have, however, to formulate a
generalised "no junk' condition. 
Let cr:Z1-->Z2 be a signature morphism. We say that a model A~ ]Mod(~,2)[ is 
cr-reachable if, for any m ~ M$2 with codomain A, if ml~ is an isomorphism, then 
so is m (i.e., A has no proper submodels with an isomorphic tr-reduct). In the 
standard algebraic ase this means exactly that A is generated by its tr-part, i.e., A 
has no proper subalgebra with the same tT-reduct. 
6.4. Fact. A Z-model is reachable if and only if it is ~-reachable, where ~: Z~-> Z is 
the unique signature morphism from the initial signature to ,Y,. 
Proof. Since Mod preserves colimits, Mod(,Y,~) is a terminal object in Cat, i.e., a 
category with exactly one object and exactly one morphism. Thus, for every Z- 
morphism m, m]~ is an isomorphism. [] 
The above notion of o--reachability was used in the context of an arbitrary 
institution in [36] and is based on the definition given in [17] in the standard 
algebraic framework. Alternatively, as suggested in [21], we may define that in a 
liberal institution a model A is cr-reachable if it is a 'natural' quotient of o-free 
expansion of A]~. In the standard algebraic ase this means that every element of 
A is the value in A of a term built using operations from 2;2 and elements of the 
~r-reduct of A (as constants of the appropriate sort). 
6.5. Fact. I f  the tr-reduct functor has a left adjoint, say Fo, then A~ IMod(2)[ is 
it-reachable iff the counit morphism eA = (idAI,,)# :F~(A[~)--> A belongs to E~2. 
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Proof. (3 ) "  Let A be tr-reachable. Consider a factorisation eA = e ; m, where e ~ E~2 
and m ~ M:~ 2. Now,  7/AI~, e]~, ; m]~ = id, and so, since m]~ ~ M~I (the reduct functors 
preserve submodels), m]~ is an isomorphism (by Fact 2.2). Thus, by tr-reachability 
of A, m is an isomorphism as well, hence e A E E.~2- 
(~):  Suppose that e A E E.~ 2. Let m" B-> A, m ~ M£2 with m[~ an isomorphism. 
Define f:F~(A[~)--> B by f=( (ml~) - l )  #. Now, 71Al,;(f;m)l~=(~l~l~;J~);m[~= 
ml =idAi. By the freeness of F~(A[~), this implies that f ;  m = eA ~ E~2, 
which (again by Fact 2.2) proves that m is an isomorphism. [] 
Note that the above proof does not depend on most of the requirements listed 
in Definition 3.2 (the only used requirement is that the reduct functors preserve 
submodels). Thus, Fact 6.5 shows that under ather mild assumptions about factorisa- 
tion systems for categories of models the two notions of tr-reachability mentioned 
above are equivalent. 
6.6. Definition. An abstract algebraic institution is called strongly liberal if for any 
two theories T1 =(,Y1, ~1) and T2=(,Y,2, cP2) and theory morphism tr" T1--> T2, 
for any A ~ Mod(T1) there is a tr-free model over A, (F~(A), 7/A), such that F~(A) 
is a-reachable. 
6.7. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution is strongly liberal iff every class of 
models definable in it is a strict quasi-variety. 
Proof. (3) :  Directly from our definitions by Fact 6.4 and arguments imilar to 
those in the proof of Corollary 6.2, it easily follows that if an abstract algebraic 
institution is strongly liberal, then it strongly admits initial semantics and guarantees 
satisfiability. Hence, every class definable in it is a quasi-variety (by Theorem 4.4) 
and contains a terminal model (by Lemma 6.3), i.e., is a strict quasi-variety. 
(~) :  For any abstract algebraic institution, if every definable class of models is 
a strict quasi-variety, then this institution obviously guarantees satisfiability (since 
every definable class contains a terminal model, hence, is nonempty) and strongly 
admits initial semantics (by Theorem 4.4). Now, to use Theorem 5.1 here, we need 
the following lemma (notation from Theorem 5.1 and its proof). 
6.8. Lemma. I f  C, the initial model of T3, is reachable, then F~(A)= CI,, is tr- 
reachable. 
Proof. Let m: B --> C[,,, m ~ m~2, with ml~ an isomorphism. Then, let h 1: A--> (CI,,)[~ 
be such that C=E~I(C], ,)  (hl is well-defined by Lemma 5.3) and let h2= 
hl;(ml ) -1. By definition, there is such that 
E(ml )l,=ml . Now, by Lemma 3.3, there exists a unique ,Y2(tr(A))-morphism 
m" E~2(B)-> C such that m'l , = E(ml ) and m'l,,--m. 
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By Lemma 5.2, E~2(B)E Mod(T3). Hence, by the initiality of C, there is f :  C-~ 
E~2(B). Moreover, f ;m' is an identity and so (f;m')lc=fl,,;m is an identity as 
well. By Fact 2.2, this proves that m is an isomorphism which completes the proof 
of Lemma 6.8. [] 
Proof of Theorem 6.7 (continued). This proof is simple now: if the institution strongly 
admits initial semantics and guarantees satisfiability, then the theory T3 has a model, 
hence, it has a reachable initial model, and so the o-free model over A exists (by 
Theorem 5.1) and is o-reachable (by the above lemma). [] 
7. Data constraints 
In the early approaches to algebraic specification (e.g., [1]) a specification of an 
abstract data type was given by defining an algebraic signature and a list of axioms 
(equations) imposed on the operations of the data type, which describes a class of 
algebras (over the algebraic signature) which satisfy the axioms. The initial algebra 
in this class was considered to be the meaning (semantics) of the specification. Thus, 
initiality was treated as a standard requirement imposed at a meta-level on any 
specification. Of course, this works smoothly for simple examples and may easily be 
extended to handle parameterised specifications by allowing one to require freeness 
rather than initiality. However, when building bigger specifications it is necessary 
to combine specifications and, consequently, to require some parts of the 
specification to be interpreted in the standard ('initial') way independently from 
the interpretation of other parts, or even to allow some parts of the specification to 
be interpreted in a nonstandard ('loose') way. Then, it is convenient (and natural) 
to be able to avoid the necessity of imposing the requirement ofinitiality (or freeness) 
at the meta-level, once for the whole specification. As advocated, for example, in 
[13, 21, 34], this may be achieved by including the requirement of initiality in the 
specification itself, which guarantees that the specification is given the standard 
interpretation disregarding the context (bigger specification) in which it is used. To 
express uch requirements we need a new kind of sentence (called data constraints 
in [13, 21]) as a part of the logical system we are working in. The following definition 
is adapted irectly from [21]. 
Let us fix a liberal institution. 
If o-:T1--> T2 is a theory morphism and B ~ Mod(T2), then we say that B is 
naturally o--free if it is ('naturally' isomorphic to) a o'-free model over its Tl-part, 
i.e., more formally, if the counit morphism eB=(id~I~)#:F,,(B[~,)-->B is an 
isomorphism. 
By Z-data constraint, for any signature ~, we mean a pair (tr : T1 --> T2, O : ,~2--> ,~), 
Where T1 and T2 are theories, or is a theory morphism, ,$2 is the signature of T2, 
and O is a signature morphism. 
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We say that Z-model A satisfies the above constraint if AI o ~ Mod(T2) and A[ 0 
is naturally o-free. 
Goguen and Burstall [21] have proved that if we accept Z-data constraints as 
additional E-sentences in a liberal institution, then the resulting system is again an 
institution. It may also be proved that if the underlying institution is abstract 
algebraic, then the resultant institution is abstract algebraic as well. It is worth 
noting that it need not be liberal. 
Note that in the above definition of the satisfaction relation for data constraints 
we do not use o--free models over all models of T1; we only refer to g-free models 
over T l -models that are, roughly, Tl-parts of some models of T2. 
Let or : T1 --> T2 be a theory morphism. We say that A ~ Mod(T1) is or-consistent 
with T2 if A = B[,, for some B ~ Mod(T2), i.e., if A ~ Mod( T2)]~, where Mod( T2)[,, 
is the range of the or-reduct functor _[~: Mod(T2)--> Mod(T1). 
We call an institution quasi-liberal if for any theory morphism or : T1 ~ T2 there 
is a or-free model over any model of T1 that is or-consistent with T2, i.e., if for any 
theory morphism or : T1 ~ T2 the o--reduct functor _[~ : Mod(T2) --> Mod( T2)[,~ has 
a left adjoint F~ : Mod( T2)[,~ -~ Mod(T2). 
7.1. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution is quasi-liberal iff it admits initial 
semantics. 
Proof. (~) :  Recall that for any theory T the initial model in Mod(T) is just a 
~-free model over the unique Z~-model (Z~ is the initial signature), where ~ is the 
inclusion of the empty theory over Z~ into T. This initial model exists provided that 
T is satisfiable, since then the only Z0-model is ~-consistent with T. 
(~):  If or: T1--> T2 is a theory morphism and A~ Mod(T2)[~_~ Mod(T1), then 
A = B[~ for some B s Mod(T2). Hence (notation from Theorem 5.1 and its proof), 
E~,,(B) ~ Mod(T3) (by Lemma 5.2). Thus, theory T3 is satisfiable and, by the 
assumption, has an initial model which, by Theorem 5.1, completes the proof of 
quasi-liberality. [] 
By Theorem 7.1, we can safely use data constraints in any algebraic institution 
that admits initial semantics, even if it is not liberal. 
We call an abstract algebraic institution strongly quasi-liberal if, for any theory 
morphism o-: T1--> T2, there is a o--reachable o--free model over any model of T1 
that is tr-consistent with T2, i.e., if for any theory morphism tr : T1 --> T2 the or-reduct 
functor _[~:Mod(T2)-> Mod(T2)l,~ has a left adjoint F~:Mod(T2)l-->Mod(T2) 
such that, for any A~ Mod(T2)[~, F~(A) is or-reachable. 
Lemma 6.8 easily implies the following theorem. (We omit its proof which is 
similar to that of Theorem 7.1.) 
7.2. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution is strongly quasi-liberal iff it strongly 
admits initial semantics. 
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Remark. It is worth noting that the semantics of data constraints may be given 
without referring to left adjoints of the reduct functors. Namely, for any theory 
morphism tr : T1 ~ T2 and B ~ Mod(T2), B is naturally o--free if and only if B is 
tr-free over with the unit morphism idBl~. This means that we can use data 
constraints in arbitrary institutions, without requiring the existence of free functors. 
However, in such an institution a data constraint may have no model even if the 
theories it involves are satisfiable. 
8. Injectivity 
In a series of very interesting papers, Andreka, Nemeti and Sain (cf. [3, 4, 5, 33]; 
see also, e.g., [7]) explored classes of morphisms (or, more generally, cones and 
trees) and the notion of injectivity w.r.t, these classes as categorical generalisation 
of the notions of, respectively, formulae and their satisfaction in a model. Along 
this line they obtained several Birkhott-type characterisation theorems which hold 
in an arbitrary category satisfying rather mild assumptions. In this section we briefly 
review those of their results which we can directly apply in our framework. 
Throughout his section let K be an arbitrary category with a factorisation system 
(E, M). We assume that K has an initial object A and all products (of sets). Moreover, 
we assume that K is E-co-well-powered. 
For any morphism f :  A ~ B and an object M ~ IKI we say that M is injective w.r.t. 
f if any morphism g : A ~ M factors through f, i.e., g =f ;  h for some h : B ~ M. 
By a cone in K we mean any object A ~ IKI together with a family of morphisms 
with domain A (although in this paper we only use cones where the family of 
morphisms is either empty or contains exactly one element, it is technically con- 
venient o state this definition in its full generality). 
Let 3,=(A ,{ f~:A~B,} ,<~)  be a cone in K. We say that an object M IKI is 
injective w.r.t. 3' if any morphism g : A~ M factors through at least one morphism 
of % i.e., g =f~;  h for some/3 < a and h : B, ~ M. 
If  F is a family of cones in K, then we say that an object M ~ IKI is injective 
w.r.t. F if it is injective w.r.t, all elements of F. Inj(F) _ IKI denotes the class of all 
objects which are injective w.r.t.F. We say that F defines Inj(F). 
8.1. Definition. We call a class K ~_ [K I of objects 
- implicational if it is definable by a family of cones of the form (A, {e}) or CA, 0), 
where e ~ E, 
-strictly implicational if it is definable by a family of cones of the form CA, {e}), 
where e e E, 
- ground equational if it is definable by a family of cones of the form CA, {e}), where 
e e E (and A is initial in K). 
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To justify the above definitions, let us consider (in the standard algebraic 
framework) a very simple example. Let Z be an algebraic signature with exactly 
one sort and three constants a, b, and c; let A and B be the following Z-algebras: 
A: o o B: o 
a=b c a~b=c 
Finally, let h A and h be (the unique, by Fact 2.3(2)) Z-homomorphisms from T~ 
(the initial ,Y-algebra) to A and, respectively, from A to B. 
Now, for any ,Y-algebra C: 
- C is injective w.r.t. (T~, {hA}) if and only if C satisfies the equation a = b (as, by 
the definition of the initial algebra, the injectivity of C w.r.t, this cone is equivalent 
to the existence of a ,Y-homomorphism from A to C). 
C is injective w.r.t. (A, 0) if and only if C does not satisfy the equation a = b, or, 
equivalently, C satisfies a = b~fa lse  (as, by the definition, the injectivity of C 
w.r.t, this cone is equivalent to the fact that there is no ,Y-homomorphism from 
A to C). We call formulae of this form, possibly with more than just one premise, 
conditional inequations. 
C is injective w.r.t. (A, {h}) if and only if either C does not satisfy the equation 
a = b or C satisfies the equations a = b and b =c, or, equivalently, if C satisfies 
the conditional equation a = bob= c (as, by Fact 2.3(2), the injectivity of C 
w.r.t, this cone is equivalent to the fact that either there is no Z-homomorphism 
from A to C or there is a Z-homomorphism from B to C). 
In fact, in the standard algebraic framework it is always possible to characterise 
injectivity w.r.t, cones of the special form we consider using ground equations, 
conditional equations and conditional inequations respectively, as suggested by 
the above example. It may be necessary, however, to consider conditional equations 
and inequations with (universally quantified) variables and also with infinite sets 
of premises. On the other hand, it is also possible to characterise finitary conditional 
equations and inequations using injectivity w.r.t, so-called 'small' cones; this may 
be pushed even further to obtain a characterisation f arbitrary first-order logic 
formulae using injectivity w.r.t. 'small trees'. (As this does not directly relate to the 
results presented in this paper, we are not going to make this remark more precise; 
an interested reader may find more details in, e.g., [5, 33].) 
8.2. Theorem. A class of  objects of K is 
(1) implicational iff it is a quasi-variety, 
(2) strictly implicational iff it is a strict quasi-variety, 
(3) ground equational iff it is a ground variety. 
Proof. This is an easy adaptation to our framework of the proof given, e.g., in 
[3, 7, 33]. Because of its importance and because of slightly different assumptions 
(and even results--(3) has not been stated explicitly in the papers we refer to), we 
decided to repeat it here with the necessary modifications (and some simplifications 
which are possible in our framework). 
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We need the following lemma. 
8.3. Lemma. For any e ~ E, the class of objects injective w.r.t, e is a strict quasi-variety, 
i.e., is closed under products and submodels. 
Proof. Let e: A--> B, e ~ E. 
Let P be a product of a family (A,)t3< ~ with projections ~r, : P --> A,. Let f :  A--> P. 
If, for/3 < a, A,  is injective w.r.t, e, then, for/3 < a, there is f~:B--> A,  such that 
e;f~ =f;  ~r,. Hence, since P is a product of (A~)~<~, there is (a unique) g:B--> P 
such that, for/3 < a, f~ = g ; ~ra. Moreover, since, for/3 < a, (e ; g) ; 7r~ = e ;f ,  =f ;  ~r,, 
we have e;g =f,  which proves that P is injective w.r.t.e. 
Now, let m : M --> C, rn ~ M, and f :  A --> M. If C is injective w.r.t, e, then there is 
a morphism g : B --> C such that e ; g =f ;  rn. Hence, by Lemma 2.1 there is a morphism 
h:B--> M such that e;h =f  (and h;m =g) ,  which proves that M is injective 
w.r.t.e. [] 
Proof of Theorem 8.2 (continued). Now, the proofs of the 'only if '  parts of this 
theorem are straightforward. 
(1) (3 ) :  Since intersection of quasi-varieties is a quasi-variety, by Lemma 8.3 it 
is sufficient o show that the class of objects injective w.r.t. (A, 0) is closed under 
nonempty products and submodels. This, however, easily follows from the fact that 
an object B is injective w.r.t. (A, 0) if and only if there is no morphism from A to B. 
(2) (3 ) :  Obvious by Lemma 8.3 (since intersection of strict quasi-varieties i  a 
strict quasi-variety). 
(3) (3 ) :  Let, for/3 < tz, e, :A --> Aa, e, ~ E and let K = Inj({e~},<~) (we identify 
morphisms with one-element cones). First note that, for/3 < a, an object B is injective 
w.r.t, ea iff there is a morphism from A~ to B. Hence, K = f~<~ Ext(A,)  and so 
K is closed under products, subobjects, and extensions (since, by Facts 2.3(1) and 
2.3(6) each Ext(A~) is). Thus, by Lemma 2.4, K has a reachable initial object, say 
A. Moreover, since K is closed under extensions, K = Ext(A), i.e., K is a ground 
variety. 
(2) (~) :  Let K be a strict quasi-variety. Then, let F be the family of all cones 
T of the form (A, {e}), where e~ E such that K ~ Inj(T). Obviously, K ~ Inj(F). 
To prove that Inj(F) _ K, consider arbitrary B ~ Inj(F).  Let E be the class of all 
factorisation epimorphisms with domain B and codomain in K. Then, let {e~:B--> 
A,},<~ be a subset of E such that any element of E is a composit ion of some e~ 
with an isomorphism (recall that K is E-co-well-powered). Consider a product P 
of (A~)~<~ with projections zr~:P-->At3. Let f:B-->P be such that, for /3<a, 
f ;  ~r, = e,. Then, let f = e; m, with e e E and m ~ M. Consider the cone (B, {e}). 
Any element of K is injective w.r.t.e. For, let g : B -> A, where A ~ K~ Let g = e s ; ms, 
with e s ~ E and m s e M. By our assumptions, e s = e, ; i, for some /3 < a and an 
isomorphism i. Then, g = e, ; i ; m s = (f ;  ~r,) ; i ; m s = e; (m ; ~r, ; i ; ms). 
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Hence, B is also injective w.r.t, e, and so id = e ; h, for some morphism h. By Fact 
2.2, e is an isomorphism and, so, B is a subobject of a product of elements of K. 
Thus, B e K, which also proves that K = Inj(F). 
(1) (~) :  Let K be a quasi-variety. Then, let F be a family of all cones y of the 
form (A, {e}), where e ~ E, or (A, 0) such that K _~ Inj(y). Obviously, K ~ Inj(F). 
To prove that Inj(F) ~ K, consider arbitrary B s Inj(F). Let E be the class of all 
factorisation epimorphisms with domain B and codomain in K. If E is not empty, 
the proof is exactly the same as in case (2). If E is empty, then any object in K is 
injective w.r.t. (B, 0) and, so, (B, 0) ~ F, which yields a contradiction since B is not 
injective w.r.t. (B, 0). 
(3) (~) :  Let A be reachable and ha:A--> A be the unique morphism from the 
initial object A to A. By a remark in the proof of the 'only if '  part, Ext(A)= 
Inj({(A, ha)}) , which completes the proof since, by Fact 2.3(3), ha E E. [] 
Note that by the above theorem the requirement of definability of ground varieties 
(Definition 3.2(5)) in abstract algebraic institutions may be (re)formulated as fol- 
lows: for any signature X and e ~ E~ such that the domain of e is an initial X-model, 
there is a set of X-sentences • __ ]Sen(X)] such that, for any 2-model A, A is injective 
w.r.t, e iff A~ ~. 
We can use Theorem 8.2 to reformulate the characterisation results from Sections 
4, 6, and 7. 
8.4. Corollary. (1) An abstract algebraic institution strongly admits initial semantics 
(or equivalently, is strongly quasi-liberal) if and only if every class definable in it is 
implicational or, equivalently, for every signature X and X-sentence ~o ~ ISen(X )] there 
is a set F of cones of the form (A, {e}) or (A, 0), where A ~ IMod(X)[ and e ~ E~ such 
that, for every X-model M, M~ ~p iff M is injective w.r.t. F. 
(2) An abstract algebraic institution is strongly liberal if and only if  every class of  
models definable in it is strictly implicational, or, equivalently, for every signature X 
and Z-sentence ~ ~ [Sen(,~) I there is a set F of cones of the form (A, {e}), where 
A e[Mod(X)I and e~ E~ such that, for every Z-model M, M~ ~p iff M is injective 
w.r.t.F. 
9. A special case---partial algebras 
Following the approach of Andreka and Nemeti [3] (cf. also [7, 33]) we give the 
definition of implicational, strictly implicational, and ground equational classes in 
the rather nonstandard terms of definability by a set of cones of a certain form 
(Section 8). To make our charactedsation results directly useful, a more standard 
'syntactic' form of this definition is required. This may be done for any particular 
basis of an abstract algebraic institution, i.e., only when notions of signature, model 
(together with their morphisms) and submodel are fixed. 
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The most obvious and perhaps most important special case of abstract algebraic 
institutions are standard algebraic institutions where signatures are standard alge- 
braic signatures, models are just algebras, and factorisation epimorphisms and 
monomorphisms are just surjective and, respectively, injective homomorphisms. In 
this standard algebraic framework, ground varieties are exactly classes of algebras 
definable by ground equations, and quasi-varieties (respectively, strict quasi- 
varieties) are exactly classes of algebras definable by infinitary conditional equations 
and inequations (respectively, infinitary conditional equations). This leads to the 
characterisations of algebraic institutions which strongly admit initial semantics and 
those which are strongly liberal, which were originally formulated and proved in 
[29] (the former) and [37] (the latter). Here, we are not going to state them again 
more precisely. (Let us only mention that the appropriate specialisations of the 
results presented in this paper are slightly more general, since we require xpressibil- 
ity of only ground, rather than arbitrary, equations.) Instead, we formulate in this 
section the consequences of our results for abstract algebraic institutions of partial 
algebras (see [ 11, 12, 35]). Proofs of some basic facts, omitted here, may be extracted 
from results presented, for example, in [35]. 
Let ` S = (S,/2) be an algebraic signature. 
A partial Z-algebra A consists of an S-indexed family of carder sets IAI = {IAls}s~s 
and for each f: s l , . . . ,  sn ~ s a partial function fA:  IAIs  ×" • • × IAl n-  IAIs. Note 
that a total ` s-algebra is a partial ,S-algebra in which all these functions are total. 
A (weak) Z-homomorphism from a partial `s-algebra A to a partial Z-algebra B, 
h:A~B,  is a family of (total) functions {h~: lA l~lBl~}~s such that, for any 
f :  s l , . . . ,  sn ~ s and al ~ IA l s . .  • •, IAI,n, 
fA (a l , . . . ,  a,) defined ~ fB(hs l (a l ) , . . . ,  h~,(a,,)) defined and 
h~(fa(a l , . . . ,  a , ) )=fn(h , l (aO, . . . ,  h~,,(a,)) 
(in [11] this would be called a total ` s-homomorphism). If, moreover, h satisfies 
the condition 
fB(h, l(al) , .  . ., hs,,(a,,)) defined ~ fA(a l , . . .  , a,,) defined, 
then h is called a closed Z-homomorphism. 
The category of partial Z-algebras PAIg(Z) has partial Z-algebras as objects and 
(weak) Z-homomorphisms a morphisms; the composition of homomorphisms is 
the composition of their corresponding components as functions. (This obviously 
forms a category.) Note that this category has an initial object, which is the partial 
Z-algebra with all carders empty and, hence, all operations totally undefined, and 
all products of sets of partial Z-algebras defined in the standard way. The terminal 
partial Z-algebra is a total Z-algebra with all carders containing exactly one element. 
We define a factorisation system for PAlg(Z) as follows: 
- The class of factorisation epimorphisms, PEz, is just the class of all epimorphisms 
in PAIg( Z ). 
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- The class of factorisation monomorphisms, PM:~, is the class of all injective (i.e., 
1-1) closed Z-homomorphisms. 
9.1. Fact. (PEz, PM~) is a factorisation system for PAlg(Z). 
Note that under this factorisation system a submodel corresponds to a partial 
subalgebra in the sense of [24, p. 80]: if A and B are partial Z-algebras, then A is 
a subalgebra of B if Iml- IBI and IAI is closed under all operations (as defined in B). 
Also note that epimorphisms in PAlg(Z) need not be surjective. A Z- 
homomorphism h:A ~ B is an epimorphism if and only if B has no proper subalgebra 
containing the (set-theoretic) image of Iml under h. 
For any S-sorted set X = {Xs}s~s, the (total) algebra of Z-terms with variables X, 
denoted by Tr.(X), is defined as usual as 'the' initial total Z(X)-algebra,  where 
Z (X) is the enrichment of Z by elements of X as constants of the appropriate sorts 
(see, e.g., [1, 14]). For any partial Z-algebra A and any S-sorted function v: X ~ IAI 
(called a valuation of variables X),  the value of a term t  lT (X)ls, s ~ s, in A 
under v is denoted by tA(V). (Note that tA(V) may be undefined--see [12, 35] for 
a precise definition of this notion.) As before, we write T~ for T~ (0) and refer to 
terms with no variables as ground terms. For a ground term t we write tA rather 
than tA(0). Of course, when A is a total algebra, this coincides with the notation 
introduced in Section 2. 
Note that a Z-homomorphism h:A~ B is an epimorphism (in PAig(Z)) if and 
only if any element of IBI is a value of a Z-term with some variables X under a 
valuation which maps X into the image of IAI under h. In particular, a partial 
Z-algebra B is reachable in PAIg(Z) if and only if every element of Inl is the value 
in B of a ground Z-term. 
By a Z-equation with variables X we mean any pair (t, t') (written in the form 
X:  t = t'), where t and t' are Z-terms of the same sort with variables X. For any 
Z-equation X:  t = t' and partial Z-algebra A, we say that a valuation v: X ~ IAI is 
a solution of X:t = t' if ta(V) and t'a(V) are both defined and equal. By Ax:,=,, we 
denote the set of all solutions of X: t = t' in A. We generalise this notion and notation 
to sets of equations (with the same set of variables) in the obvious way. 
We say that a partial Z-algebra A satisfies a set of F of Z-equations with variables 
X (or that F holds in A), written A~ F, if any valuation v: X ~ [AI belongs to Ax.r 
(is a solution of F). For any set F of Z-equations, by Mod(F)  we denote the class 
of all partial Z-algebras which satisfy F. We say that F defines Mod(F).  
This corresponds to the notion of existence-equations as developed in [3, 12, 35]. 
Note that we can easily specify the requirement of definedness of operations: a
partial algebra A satisfies equation X :  t = t if and only if the value of t in A is 
defined under every valuation of variables X into A. 
By a ground Z-equation we mean any Z-equation with the empty set of variables. 
By the diagram of a reachable partial Z-algebra A we mean the set A+(A) of all 
ground Z-equations which hold in A. The following fact shows that this is consistent 
with the notation used in Section 5. 
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9.2. Fact. I rA is a reachable partial G-algebra, then for any partial G-algebra B there 
is a Z-homomorphism from A to B if and only if B ~ A + ( A ), i.e., Ext( A ) = Mod(A+(A)). 
This shows that any ground variety of partial algebras is definable by ground 
equations. On the other hand, it is easy to see that any class definable by ground 
equations is closed under submodels and products, and so, by Lemma 2.4, contains 
a reachable initial partial algebra. This together with Fact 9.2 proves the following 
fact. 
9.3. Fact. A class of partial algebras is a ground variety (or, equivalently, is ground 
equational) if and only if it is definable by a set of ground equations. 
For any algebraic signature morphism tr:Z-->Z', the tr-reduct functor 
_]~:PAIg(Z')->PAIg(Z) is defined exactly as in the case of total algebras (see 
Section 2). Obviously, also the definition of translation of ground Z-terms to ground 
Z'-terms induced by tr given in Section 2 does not require any modification. 
All the above notions combine to form the institution of ground equations in partial 
algebras PGEQ: 
- S /g /1PGEQ is the category of algebraic signatures AlgSig. 
- For any algebraic signature Z, SenpGEQ(Z ) is the set of all the ground G-equations; 
for any algebraic signature morphism tr: Z--> Z', SenPGEQ(Cr ) maps any ground 
G-equation t = t' to the ground Z'-equation tr(t) = tr(t'). 
- For any algebraic signature Z, ModpGEQ(Z) is PAlg(Z); for any algebraic sig- 
nature morphism tr: Z --> Z', MOdpGEQ(tr) is the functor _[~: PAIg(Z') -> PAIg(Z). 
- For any algebraic signature Z, ~ Z,J'GEQ is the satisfaction relation as definedabove. 
It is easy to check that PGEQ (with the factorisation systems described above) is 
an abstract algebraic institution. Note that for any partial Z-algebra A, a diagram 
signature for A, Z(A),  may be given as the enrichment of Z by a constant of the 
appropriate sort for each element of [A[. 
By an abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras we mean an arbitrary abstract 
institution with the basis (AlgSig, ModpGEQ, {(PE~, PM~)}Z~lAZgSigl). Fact 9.3 proves 
that PGEQ is the minimal abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras w.r.t. 
the following relation of reducibility of institutions (cf. [29]). 
9.4. Definition. For any two abstract algebraic institutions INS1 and INS2 with the 
same basis, we say that INS1 is reducible to INS2 if any class of models definable 
in INS1 is also definable in INS2, or, equivalently, if, for any signature Z and 
G-sentence q~ in INS1, tp ~ [$en~Nsl(Z)l, ~p is expressible in INS2, i.e., there is 
a set • of Z-sentences in INS2, • _c ISenlNs2(Z)l, such that, for any A ~ IMod(Z)l, 
A ~ INSl ~P iff A ~ INs2 ~- 
Let Z = (S,/2) be an algebraic signature. 
Let F be an arbitrary set of G-equations with variables X. By a free (Z, F)-algebra 
we mean the partial G-algebra F[X: F] constructed as follows. 
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Let ,Y (X)  be the enrichment of`y by elements of X as constants of the appropriate 
sorts, and let ~:,Y~`Y(X) be the signature inclusion. Obviously, we can identify 
ground ,y(X)-terms with ` y-terms having variables X. By Fact 9.3, the set of ground 
,y(X)-equations F u {x = x Ix ~ X~, s ~ S} has a reachable initial model, which is a 
reachable partial  `y(X)-algebra, say E(F).  Now, define F[X: F] to be the ~-reduct 
of E(F).  For s ~ S, x ~ X~, by x~ we denote the value of the constant corresponding 
to x in E(F).  
9.5. Fact. For any partial ,y-algebra A and v ~ Ax:r  there is a unique ,y-homomorphism 
v# : F[ X : F] --> A such that ( v#)s(X~r) =v~(x) for s ~ S, x ~ X~. 
9.6. Fact. For any partial ` y-algebra A and Z-homomorphism h:F[X: F]--> A, the 
valuation v: X --> A defined by v~(x) = h,(x~r) for s ~ S, x ~ X, is a solution o fF  in A. 
By an infinitary conditional,Y-equation with variables X we mean any pair (F1, F2) 
(written as X:F1 ~F2)  of sets of equations with variables X. We say that a partial 
`y-algebra A satisfies X:F I~F2 if any solution of F1 in A is a solution of F2, 
i.e., Ax:r~ c Ax:rz. If ~F is a set of infinitary conditional `y-equations, by Mod(~)  
we denote the class of all partial ,y-algebras which satisfy every element of aF and 
we say that g' defines Mod(~) .  
Consider an arbitrary infinitary conditional ,y-equation X:FI=:>F2. Let 
h #" F[X:/'1]--> F[X: F1 u F2] be the ,y-homomorphism defined by (h#)s(x~rl) = 
X~r~ur2 (h # is well-defined by Fact 9.5). 
First observe that, by the above construction, h# is an epimorphism. Then, note 
that a partial ,y-algebra A satisfies X: F1 ~F2 if and only if it is injective w.r.t, h #. 
For, assume that A is injective w.r.t, h # and let v:X- lAI be a solution of F1. By 
injectivity of A, v # factors through h #, say v # = h # ; h2, where h2: F IX:  F1 w F2] --> 
A. By the definitions of v # and h #, vs(x) = h2s(x~r~r2). Hence, by Fact 9.6, v is a 
solution in A of F1 u F2 and, so, of F2 as well, which proves that A satisfies 
X:  F1 ~F2.  
Now, assume that A satisfies X:  F I~F2 and let h l :F [X :  F1]-~ A. By Facts 9.5 
and 9.6, hl  --v # for some valuation v :X~ IAI which is a solution of F1 in A. By 
the hypothesis, v is a solution in A of F2, and, hence, of F1 u F2 as well. Consider 
h2: F[X: F1 • F2] ~ A defined (unambiguously, by Fact 9.5) by h2s(X~lur2) = Vs(X) 
for s ~ S, x e Xs. Now, (h # ; h2)~(x~-~) = v~(x) for s ~ S and x ~ X~, which by Fact 
9.5 proves that h l - -h#;h2  and, so, that A is injective w.r.t, h #. 
The above arguments prove the following fact. 
9.7. Fact. Any class of partial ,y-algebras definable by infinitary conditional ,Y. 
equations is strictly implicational. 
Now, let e: A--> B be an epimorphism in PAlg(,Y). We show that the class of all 
partial ,y-algebras injective w.r.t, e is definable by an infinitary conditional `Y- 
equation. 
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Let I([A[) be the enrichment o f /by  a constant as of sort s for any s e S, a ~ [A[s 
and let L: I --> Z(IAI) be the signature inclusion. Then, let E(A) and E(B) be partial 
I([A[)-algebras which are the L-extensions of A and B, respectively, defined by 
(as )E (a )  = a and (aS)~.(B)= es(a) for s e S and a ~ [AIs. Let FA = A+(E(A)) and 
FB = A + ( E ( B ) ) be the diagrams of E ( A ) and E ( B ), respectively. Note that FA ~ FB. 
E(A) and E(B) are reachable and, so, by Facts 9.2 and 2.3(5), they are initial 
I([A[)-algebras which satisfy FA and FB, respectively. Thus, by the same arguments 
as those preceding Fact 9.7, a partial Z-algebra is injective w.r.t, e if and only if it 
satisfies the infinitary conditional Z-equation [AI:FA=:~F8 (with variables [AI). This 
proves the following fact. 
9.8. Fact. A class of partial algebras is definable by a set of infinitary conditional 
equations if and only if it is strictly implicational. 
The above fact and Corollary 8.4 directly imply the following theorem. 
9.9. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras is strongly liberal 
if and only if every class of partial algebras definable in it is also definable by infinitary 
conditional equations, or, equivalently, for every algebraic signature I and Z-sentence 
tp ~ [Sen(Z)[ there is a set ~ of infinitary conditional Z-equations such that, for every 
partial Z-algebra A, A ~ ~ iff A satisfies ~F. 
By an infinitary conditional I-inequation with variables X we mean a set F of 
Z-equations with variables X (written in the form X: F~fa lse ) .  
We say that a partial Z-algebra A satisfies X: F~fa lse  if there is no solution of 
F in A. If 1/" is a set of infinitary conditional Z-equations and inequations, by 
Mod(g')  we denote the class of all partial Z-algebras which satisfy every element 
of I/' and we say that gt defines Mod(g').  
It is easy to see that a partial Z-algebra A satisfies X :F~fa lse  if and only if 
there is no Z-homomorphism from F[X:F] to A, i.e., A is injective w.r.t, the cone 
(FIX: F], 0), where F[X: F] is a free partial ( I ,  F)-algebra. 
Moreover, for any partial E-algebra A, the infinitary conditional I - inequation 
[Al: FA~fa lse  with variables [A[ exactly defines the class of all partial Z-algebras 
which are injective w.r.t, the cone (A, 0) (FA is the diagram of  E(A) as defined in 
arguments preceding Fact 9.8). Thus, we can state the following fact. 
9.10. Fact. A class of partial Z-algebras is definable by a set of infinitary conditional 
Z-equations and inequations if and only if it is implicational. 
The above fact and Corollary 8.4 directly imply the following theorem. 
9.11. Theorem. An abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras trongly admits 
initial semantics if and only if every class of partial algebras definable in it is also 
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definable by infinitary conditional equations and inequations, or, equivalently, for every 
algebraic signature ~ and ~,-sentence ~o ~ ISen(~:)l there is a set gt of infinitary 
conditional ~,-equations and inequations such that, for every partial ~,-algebra A, A ~ ~o 
iff A satisfies rl t. 
Theorems 9.9 and 9.11 state that the most general (w.r.t. reducibility) abstract 
algebraic institution of partial algebras which is strongly liberal is the (naturally 
defined) institution of infinitary conditional equations in partial algebras; the most 
general abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras which strongly admits initial 
semantics is the (naturally defined) institution of infinitary conditional equations 
and inequations in partial algebras. 
Facts 9.8 and 9.10, which we used to specialise our characterisation f abstract 
algebraic institutions which strongly admit initial semantics to the case of partial 
algebras, may be deduced from similar results stated, e.g., in [3]. We decided, 
however, to give their proof in such detail here in order to convince the reader that 
at least part of these arguments may be generalised. Namely, any abstract algebraic 
institution determines a semantic notion of 'ground equation' (positive elementary 
sentence)re'ground equations' are exactly the sentences which define ground 
varieties. Of course, we cannot expect hat a 'syntactic' characterisation f these 
'ground equations' may be given without referring to a particular institution. What 
is possible, however, is that, when this syntactic notion of a 'ground equation' is 
given, quasi-varieties may be characterised in a uniform way, independent from any 
particular institution, as classes of models definable by universally quantified 
infinitary conditional 'equations' and 'inequations', exactly as we did here for partial 
algebras. We have developed this idea in much more detail in [39] using the notion 
of open formulae and quantification i an arbitrary institution outlined in [36]. 
10. Summary of results and final remarks 
We recalled the notion of an institution introduced by Goguen and Burstall [21] 
to formalise the concept of a logical system for writing specifications. We specialised 
their extremely general definition and dealt with abstract algebraic institutions, i.e., 
institutions equipped with factorisation systems for the categories of models which 
satisfy a number of additional requirements. Namely, besides ome purely technical 
conditions, we required that abstract algebraic institutions identify all isomorphic 
models, allow to define any ground variety of models and guarantee the existence 
of a diagram expansion for any model (Section 3). 
In this framework, we generalised the characterisation f algebraic specification 
languages which strongly admit initial semantics due to Mahr and Makowsky [29] 
(cf. [37]). We proved (Section 4) that an abstract algebraic institution strongly admits 
initial semantics if and only if every class of models definable in it is implicational 
(Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 8.4). 
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Considering the problem of the existence of free functors (left adjoints to the 
reduct functors along an arbitrary theory morphism) we gave (Section 5) a basic 
construction of a free model of a theory over a model of a subtheory (w.r.t. an 
arbitrary theory morphism) which requires only the existence of initial models 
(Theorem 5.1). This led to the result that an abstract algebraic institution is liberal 
(i.e., guarantees the existence of a free functor for any theory morphism) if and 
only if any theory has an initial model (Corollary 6.2). 
Another consequence of our basic construction is the characterisation f abstract 
algebraic institutions which are strongly liberal, i.e., which guarantee the existence 
of a model of a theory that is both free over and generated by a model of a subtheory 
w.r.t, any theory morphism. Namely (Theorem 6.7 and Corollary 8.4), an abstract 
algebraic institution is strongly liberal if and only if every class of models definable 
in it is strictly implicational. 
Then, we pointed out that perhaps the requirement of liberality is too restrictive; 
we showed that data constraints are easy to deal with in institutions which are only 
quasi-liberal, i.e., which guarantee the existence of a free model of a theory over a 
model of a subtheory provided that this model is consistent with the whole theory. 
Quasi-liberality is equivalent to the existence of an initial model of any satisfiable 
theory (Theorem 7.1). 
Finally, we specialised our results and 'syntactically' characterised the requirement 
of the existence of initial reachable models in abstract algebraic institutions of 
partial algebras (Section 9). Namely, we showed (Theorems 9.9 and 9.11) that the 
most general abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras which is strongly liberal 
is the institution of infinitary conditional (existence) equations; the most general 
abstract algebraic institution of partial algebras which strongly admits initial seman- 
tics is the institution of infinitary conditional (existence) equations and inequations. 
Throughout his paper we deal with reachable initial models only and, hence, 
characterise abstract algebraic institutions which strongly admit initial semantics. 
Although this seems to be quite acceptable (many approaches to abstract data 
types are based on this restriction anyway), it would be very interesting to try to 
give this characterisation without requiring initial models to be reachable. In the 
standard algebraic framework this was recently done by Makowsky [30]. 
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